
1025 2ND STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY

40203

8467 N Hwy 421
MANCHESTER, KY 

40962

Find treatment for substance use 
disorder at Freedom House WITHOUT 

leaving your children behind.

Get recovery help now. Call Today. 
 

(502) 635-4530  Louisville, KY

(606) 658-8050  Manchester, KY

VOAMID.ORG/RECOVERY
INSTAGRAM | FACEBOOK | TWITTER

@VOAMID

FREEDOM HOUSE

1436 SHELBY ST.
LOUISVILLE, KY

40217

Staffed by trained, experienced and compassionate 

professionals who often have their own recovery stories. 

Allows all minor children under the age of 18 to stay with their 

moms during treatment and recovery.

A diverse environment that welcomes the uniqueness of all 

people no matter their race or ethnicity, culture, ability, social 

status, sexual orientation, gender identity or religion. 

A culture of inclusion where all people feel a sense of belonging, 

support and connection.



FIND FREEDOM FROM SUBSTANCE 
USE DISORDER.

VOA’s Freedom House program is a nationally recognized model 
for treatment and care of pregnant and parenting clients working 
to overcome substance use disorder. 

The only one of its kind in Kentucky, Freedom House helps 
parents begin a new path to becoming healthy and sober while 
delivering healthy babies and keeping families united. 

AT FREEDOM HOUSE, RECOVERY IS A 
GOAL EVERYONE CAN REACH.

Our outcome-driven program is unique and comprehensive. 

Christina Compton is proof that recovery is possible and Freedom
House works. When Christina first came to Freedom House she said, “I
thought there was no future for me or my child.” Today, Christina is
healthy and sober. She and her family are thriving. 

“I thought there was no future 
for me or my child.” 

-Christina Compton

Christina is more than a Freedom House graduate. She is a VOA
colleague and leader, overseeing the admissions department and
helping women like her find more hopeful futures. 

Christina and her Freedom House colleagues have a simple message
for the women they serve every day: “We love you and believe in you.” 

VOAMID.ORG/RECOVERYFOLLOW US @VOAMID

88% of clients saw an increase in visitations or were

reunited with their children.

100% of infants of Freedom House clients showed healthy 

weight gain at follow-up appointments.

98% of clients say they benefited from Freedom House 

services.

Over 309 healthy babies have been born to Freedom 

House clients while seeking treatment.

Our data-driven care model allows us 
to demonstrate PROVEN success by 
the numbers. 

*Based on data from internal quality reporting in fiscal year 2022.


